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Welcome…….

Lesson One
By Hector Quintanilla: World Internet Billionaire, Entrepreneur
What are some of the most mind-blowing facts about entrepreneurs?
- It took Bill Gates (Microsoft) twelve years to become a billionaire.
- It took Sergey Brin & Larry Page (Google) eight years to become
Billionaires.
- It took Jeff Bezos (Amazon) four and a half years to become a
billionaire.
- It took Mark Zuckerberg (Facebook) four years to become a
billionaire.
- It took Jay Walker (Priceline) ONE YEAR to become a billionaire.
- Colonel Sanders, the founder of Kentucky Fried Chicken (KFC),
started his business at the age of 65.
- Before becoming successful, Macy’s founder Rowland Macy failed in
Seven business ventures.

Lesson Two
By Chang Liu
Founder, CEO, Startup Training, World Internet Billionaire.
How did the richest and most successful people get their business ideas?
At the start of Internet, Jeff Bezos quit his job and started driving to
the west coast. He had not decided what to do, but he already knew he is
going to make a decision.
He chose to build a store. It is brilliant.
The ideas are carefully chosen. They enter the right business and fight for
turf.
Successful companies don’t represent themselves. They represent their time.
The richest make money by having many repeated business, each making a
dollar. The right idea is therefore to start a business that you can do a
billion deals, each making a tiny small amount of money.
-----------------------------Steve Jobs first sold PCs, then phones, and then songs, and then software.
Coca-cola, sold billions of drinks a day.
Amazon, sold millions of books a day.
Elon Musk, trying to sell cars, which may be something everyone need.
Walmart, sells billions of items a day.
Saudi Arabia royal family, billions of barrels a day.

Last Lesson
By Hector Quintanilla - World Internet Billionaire, Entrepreneur
Why do most people's dreams not come true?
Mistake that took me years to understand:
I used to see my life like a checklist.
Pre-school — check!
Elementary school — check!
High school — check!
College — check!
Work — check!
Marriage — check!
Is life a checklist, or do I have the FREEDOM to pursue my dreams?
For years I felt lost and confused.
To answer your question, why do most people’s dreams never come true?
It took me years to realize that I was mostly living my life to meet OTHER
people’s expectations, not mine.
Motion without direction is hollow and foolish.
Living life without a clear vision is a painful mistake I wish I had
corrected earlier in my life. To fulfill YOUR dreams, your actions need to
be aligned with your aspirations.
It’s never too late!
Are you pursuing YOUR goals or someone else’s?
#BeBusinessSmart
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